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  Water Quiz to start off our watery theme 

1. The human body is what percentage of water - 22%, 44%, or 66%? 
2. What percentage of the earth’s surface is covered by water – 40%, 60%, or 80%? 
3. How much of the earth’s water is salty – 37%, 67%, or 97%? 
4. How much of the earth’s water is in the form of ice – 1%, 2%, or 3%? 
5. How much of the earth’s water is fit for drinking -  1%, 5% or 10%? 
6. If 1 inch of rain falls on 1 acre of land, how many gallons are there – 270, 2,700 or 27,000? 

Answers – Page 14 
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The Bible is a very descriptive collection of books.  
It is full of stories, parables, poetry and metaphor, all trying to show and tell what God is like and the 
transforming power of God’s love for the world. This is seen clearly in the second book of Acts when the writer 
describes the Holy Spirit as a rushing wind and as tongues of flames to describe the experience of this early 
group of Christians. Describing the Holy Spirit is no easy task. 
 

This year during our Pentecost service I used rather different images for our generation in order to describe 
what it means to be plugged into God! Using a toaster, a mobile phone and a lamp I reflected on the fact they 
do not work unless they have power, and that it is power which transforms these inanimate objects into useful, 
transforming pieces of equipment. All through the book of Acts you can read the stories of the incredible and 
powerful ways that God used the first disciples. Over 2,000 years later, we too, like the disciples, need the 
powerful Holy Spirit to fill us so that we can follow Jesus and carry on the work of the Kingdom of God, changing 
the world.  We need the power of the Holy Spirit so that we can really love other people, just as the kitchen 
appliance pictured above needs the power of electricity before it can turn bread into toast. And love really 
changes lives, even more effectively than a toaster changes bread. 
 

Just as the telephone needs power to connect people so do we need the power of the Holy Spirit so that we 
can tell other people about Jesus and what he has done for us and for them; helping people reconnect with their 
Heavenly Father.  
 

And just as the lamp needs power to shine, so do we need the power of the Holy Spirit so that we can live holy 
lives; shining as lights of kindness in this dark world, as we follow Jesus.  
 

The message of Pentecost this year is get plugged into God and just see how we can change the world! 
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  Asks Ruth James 
 
When was the last time you took a swig from a bottle of water? Five minutes ago? Yesterday? 
Last week? You can’t go far without seeing someone sipping as they chat, a bottle tucked in a 
rucksack or a shelf full of water on sale at extortionate prices. Bottled water has become a 

feature of our twenty-first century lives which we cannot fail to notice. But are those little plastic 
bottles of water a good thing or a bad thing? Recently publicised campaigns in the media have highlighted 
the need to end the use of plastic in many forms because of its devastating effect on the environment, 
particularly the oceans. 35 million plastic bottles are disposed of every day in the UK, with only just over half 
of those being recycled. This usage of plastic and irresponsible disposal cannot be sustained. Hundreds of 
thousands of sea creatures are being killed each year as a result of the waste plastic in their habitat and 
landfill sites are hugely overflowing. 
 

Aside from the convenience of carrying around water bottles wherever we go, many people believe that it 
is impossible to distinguish between bottled and tap water in terms of taste and health benefits. The cleverly 
described ‘natural, spring water’ or ‘Smart water with additional electrolytes’ are most likely to be simply 
marketing ploys in a booming industry; we are spending around 2000 times more on the water we buy in 
bottles than the water that comes from our taps. In fact, continually refilling used plastic bottles may seem 
like a good way round the problems of price and waste but it can be potentially dangerous with reused bottles 
reportedly harbouring more bacteria than a toilet seat.  
 

So it doesn’t seem as if there are many positives about bottled water, but it can be a life saver. In countries 
with limited sanitation, the lack of clean water causes disease and death. It is easy for us to take for granted 
a never-ending supply of treated, fresh water from taps in our kitchens and bathrooms for drinking, cooking, 
washing, cleaning and drainage, but this is a luxury that 884 million people live without. When aid arrives in 
countries affected by war or natural disasters, bottled water is often the first thing that is provided, and it 
saves lives. In Syria, clean water is the most important type of assistance provided by the UK government, 
benefitting 5,088,987 people in the last year. 
 

But how much better it would be if 
everyone had access to clean water 
without the need for plastic bottles! 
Safe drinking water is a bigger problem 
in Africa than anywhere else on earth. 
Out of the 25 countries with the 
greatest percentage of people who do 
not have access to safe drinking water, 
19 of them are in Africa. This means that 
three out of every four people rely on 
ground water that is not clean or safe. 
Many African governments are unable 
to effectively manage a supply of water, 
making fundraising efforts like CtK’s 
Walking for Water challenge so crucial 
to support. No one should be without 
clean water.  
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The past few years have seen a 
tremendous increase in the 
number of people involved in 
singing, writes Steve Rochell. 
 
Community choirs have sprung up 
throughout the country as people have 
begun to realise the benefits of singing 
together. 
 

 

 

 

We come together each Tuesday night to sing. There is no audition process and people often say 
they would love to join in but they can’t sing. My reply is that does not matter, come along and give 
it a go. The whole ethos of the choir is simply that we try to have fun, that we come together as a 
community and create something and do something that we enjoy. If we make a half reasonable 
sound that is a bonus. 
 
We try to put on a couple of concerts a year and we get invited to sing at various events, travelling 
even to Cleckheaton and Hartshead. As the director of the choir it is a big thrill to present this year’s 
summer concert at Christ the King; a place that has a rich musical tradition and holds many musical 
memories for me. 
 

All enquiries about the choir to Steve Rochell: rochellstephen@gmail.com 

 

Roberttown Pop Choir, pictured, is 
one such group. 
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The story behind the ad.   
 
ARTISTIC UPHOLSTERY’s Barrie Kolat has been supplying 
handmade bespoke suites to discerning customers for over 30 
years.  His firm moved into its current premises on Huddersfield 
Road in 1998.    
 
Barrie started to learn his trade as an apprentice aged 15.  
Since then his commitment to high-quality craftsmanship hasn’t 
wavered over the years. As a result customer satisfaction is 
extremely high with many people frequently returning, either 
to buy a new suite or to have long-lasting and much-loved ones 
re-covered. Half his business is from returning customers.          
 

All the work is done above the Huddersfield Road showroom; 
every suite and chair reflects the commitment to quality and 
pride felt by all members of the Artistic team.  
 

Barrie told Buzz:  
“At Artistic we understand the 
importance of your personal 
sofa choice – a suite, after all, 
forms an important focal point 
of your sitting room. And it’s 
where your guests spend much 
of their time ‘sitting 
comfortably’ during a visit. 

That’s why each item is bespoke and made to measure; completed to your 
specifications to match your décor and lifestyle choices.”  
 
 
 

Materials, styles and colours 
have changed over the years 
and at Artistic Upholstery they 
have kept very up to date and 
yet use traditional skills and 
craftsmanship to produce 
furniture of a very high standard 
and quality. When asked if 
Barrie had found any valuable 
items in suites he’d been asked 
to re-upholster, he said that this 
was more so in the past; these 
days people had no sovereigns 
to lose down the back of their 
settee. However, he told us 
he’d recently found a mouse … 
it was dead.  
  

 

Showroom (workshop above)  Huddersfield Rd 

Artistic Upholstery (Mirfield) Ltd is an established local firm and  

Buzz is grateful for their support as valued advertisers of our parish and community magazine.  
It’s well worth a visit and you’re sure to receive a very warm welcome. 
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It can be tempting to think that 
divisions in the church are a 
new experience or, at least, 
relatively new, writes Chris 
Swift.  At the same time the 
variety of churches and 
Christian communities is seen 
by some as an argument 
against belief.  Surely if 
everyone put their faith in  
Jesus they’d all agree? 
 

To address the question of 
church unity it is important to 
recognise that the church is 
made up of people.  This may 
be obvious, but the church 
isn’t the club of the perfect . 
Far from it.  The church has 
grown and developed because 
the message of Jesus is 
profoundly inclusive.  It 
doesn’t appeal to people who 
are the same but to people 
whose experiences of life are 
deeply different.  It follows 
that people bring to faith a lot 
of ideas, traditions and views 
which engage with what it 
means to be a Christian.   
 
For example, in our own 
country, a lot of the ways in 
which we celebrate Easter and 
Christmas draw on previous 
traditions - from eggs to 
indoor trees. 
 

 

Sometimes Christians express 
the same belief in different 
ways.  There are those who 
believe Holy Communion, like 
a special family occasion, is so 
important that it should be 
celebrated just a few times a 
year.  Prior to the twentieth 
century, lay members of the 
Roman Catholic church 
typically received Communion 
only twice a year.  However, 
many Christians have taken 
the view that Communion is 
so important it should be 
received more frequently, 
often weekly.  Both practices 
reflect the significance of 
Communion but express it in 
different ways. 
 

Disagreements between 

Christians existed at the 

beginning of Christianity.  It’s 

nothing new.  In Acts chapter 

15 we read about the 

Jerusalem Conference.  This 

took place to decide on 

disagreements about whether 

those believers who weren’t 

Jewish needed to undergo 

circumcision.  Later in the 

chapter we hear about the 

relationship between Paul and 

Barnabas: “They had such a 

sharp disagreement that they 

parted company” 

At some points parting 
company has been the 
regrettable reality of the 
Christian journey. 
 

Personally, I find difficulty not 
in the existence of difference 
but in Christians’ inability to 
live alongside those who are 
exploring faith in different 
ways.  At times churches have 
given the message that unless 
everyone agrees with their 
expression of Christianity then 
they aren’t ‘real’ Christians. 
This doesn’t speak to me of a 
mature faith.   
 
The fact that people are at 
different points on their faith 
journey, or express the same 
commitment in different ways 
(like the frequency of 
receiving Communion), should 
be a point of conversation 
rather than a call to 
arms.  Perhaps the biggest 
challenge for the church in any 
age is to live well with those 
who express the same faith in 
different ways.   
 
Thankfully, at Christ the King, 
we are home to people whose 
Christian faith is expressed 
and explored in a range of 
ways - which, thank God, is as 
it should be. 
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Yes, I know it was a media 
circus, that the tabloids inflated the 

“will-he-won’t-he?” crisis of Megan’s 
father giving away the bride out of all 
proportion, and that fewer Britons tuned 
in to watch it than have been following 
that ghastly, meretricious condemnation 
of the society we have become, “Love 
Island”, but I want to stand up and say that I 
believe the Royal Wedding between HRH 
Prince Harry and Ms Meghan 
Markle was a joyful triumph which can do nothing 
but good for the relationship of the Royal Family and the country at large. 
 

 
Consider what it symbolises 

“The Firm”, as Prince Phillip calls the Royal 
Family, is admitting into its ranks an American, 
thirty-something divorcée of mixed race who 
has had a public life of her own and who has 
been outspoken on a range of contemporary 
social issues. Any one of these attributes 
would have been enough, in the past, for the 
discreet conversation to have taken place and 
for the marriage to have been quashed. 
Admittedly she was partnered with the heir to 
the throne, but the first three criteria were 
enough in 1936 for Mrs Wallace Simpson to be 
ostracised by The Establishment and for 
Edward the VIII to abdicate in favour of her, 
causing a constitutional crisis. Harry is, I 
believe, seventh in line, but this should not 
blind us to the radical nature of the shift in 
royal attitudes. Perhaps it represents a feeling 
that the mores of the Firm should at last catch 
up with the more liberal attitudes of 21st 
century society, or maybe it was seen by 
senior royals that this relationship would be a 
great bridge-building moment with those 
among the public who felt that the Royal 
Family was becoming an irrelevance and out 

 
A joyful celebration 

The fact is that the wedding day was a joyful 
celebration of the coming together of two 
individuals manifestly in love, whose choices 
about the ceremony and the guest list showed 
a desire to value and commit to Britain as she 
is now in all her complex, multi-cultural glory, 
not some ossified, Elgarian myth of a nation 
which once ruled an Empire and the waves, 
and which never, never, never shall be slaves. 
The wedding itself was a unique blend of state 
pomp and personal intimacy which managed 
to combine awesome spectacle with delicate, 
charming humanity, and, to cap it, all the 
music was ravishing, the weather glorious and 
we were treated to a good, old-fashioned 
piece of tub-thumping revivalist preaching for 
a sermon. The old Chapel has never heard or 
seen its like in 600 years of history, and I found 
it all uplifting, optimistic and breath-taking.  
 

So let’s put off our 21st century 
cynicism and let’s hear it for Harry and 

Meghan, a loving, vibrant and, I believe, 
genuine breath of fresh air for the monarchy! 

 
 
 

Let’s hear It for 
Harry and Meghan!  
By Nigel Day 
 

of touch with the modern world. Who 
knows? Who cares? 
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Battyeford has its very own defibrillator  
 

So what’s a defibrillator?  It’s a device that gives a high 
energy electric shock to the heart through the chest wall 
to someone who is in cardiac arrest. This shock is called 
defibrillation, and it's an essential life-saving step in the 
chain of survival. There are many defibrillators available 
in public places such as bus and train stations, shopping 
centres, airport and sports facilities. Mirfield already has 
a number of defibrillators. Anyone can use them in an 
emergency.  
 

How do defibrillators help?  When a person has a 
cardiac arrest a defibrillator shocks the heart back into a 
normal rhythm. Defibrillators are simple and safe to use. 
If you come across someone who has had a cardiac 
arrest, it’s vital to call 999 and start CPR  
(cardiopulmonary resuscitation), and follow the 
instructions on the cabinet.  

 

There is now a defilbrillator in the car park at CtK 
intended for use by anyone.  This has been made 
possible thanks to the Mirfield BHF and the work of Mo 
Thwaites and her family over many years. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mo Thwaites told Buzz:  
 

    “The Mirfield British Heart Foundation raised 
money for the machine for the community of 
Battyeford. We also received various other 
donations. 
    Money to buy the yellow cabinet, pay for the 
connection to the mains electricity supply and fund a 
training course was raised independently of the BHF 
who only support the provision of the defibrillator 
equipment itself. These additional events included 
one hosted at Beadelicious and other gifts including 
some donations In Memory of Fiona. 
    The branch was set up after I rang for a 
collecting box after Fiona was diagnosed with a 
severe congenital heart disease over 37 years 
ago. Her dad Colin and I managed to get a small 
committee together and the Mirfield group has 
continued ever since.  
    Fiona was secretary of the Mirfield BHF group 
for the last few years.” 
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When I began writing this in early May we 

were enduring the longest and chilliest and 

wettest Spring I can remember, writes Dorothy 

Kyne.  I hope that when this is read we may be 

luxuriating in persistent warm sunshine.  There 

were three blissful days in May – we hope for 

more.  And this all depends on the constant in 

our life on this planet – the sun.  I looked it up 

in my trusty ancient dictionary.  It defines the 

sun as ‘the body that is the gravitational centre 

and source of light and heat to our planetary 

system.’  I then turned to Google which led the 

Sun information with a newspaper I have, up to 

now, never read.  I had to add ‘star’ to ‘sun’ to 

get information on the source of our existence.   

 

Our sun is the largest object in the solar 

system.  However there are many other similar 

objects as there are more than a billion stars in 

our galaxy, which we term the Milky Way.  

This galaxy is ‘a typical barred spiral – like 

billions of other galaxies in the universe’.   That 

puts us in our place – a very, very obscure 

place!  But how is it that we know this?  

Astronomers and physicists are very clever 

people.  We may think of the majestic swirls of 

stars of the Milky Way as remarkable.  

However, our galaxy is rather small and dim 

compared with the myriads of other galaxies 

that travel through space with us.   

But for us, the sun is supreme as our existence 

depends on it.  From infancy we know its 

power, as a baby in a pram knows it must not 

look directly at the sun.  In equatorial regions 

and polar regions the inhabitants have a 

certainty about the sun – it is either shining 

brilliantly, or it is not there in the sky.  In 

temperate regions like ours there is uncertainty.  

In one of Shakespeare’s sonnets he remarks, 

 

‘Some time the eye of heaven shines, 

And often is his gold complexion dimmed,’ 

 

This is the English climate; note the difference 

between ‘some time’ and ‘often’.  In his lifetime 

there was one of those volcanic events that led 

to years without a proper summer, so he knew 

what he was talking about.  Another poet of that 

period had a disrespectful attitude to the sun.  

Donne doesn’t want to get out of bed and begins 

a poem with ‘Busy old fool, unruly sun.’  He 

had his reasons.  The sun permeates literature as 

it permeates our lives.  According to solar 

authorities it has not changed much for 4 billion 

years, and is likely to go on for another 5 billion 

years.  I turned again to my trusty dictionary.   

The last entry is the phrase ‘under the sun – on 

earth.’  There we are – human beings, all over 

the globe, our lives dependent on this star.  

Makes you think! 
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I was born and brought up in 

Leeds, way, way back in the 

last century, writes Dorothy 

Kyne.  There are still many 

reminders of those ancient 

days.  City Square still has its 

semi-naked nymphs and fully 

covered worthy gentlemen, in 

stony attitudes, in front of what 

was the Central Post Office, 

now occupied by two excellent 

restaurants.  For me Leeds is a 

patchwork – so much is 

familiar, and then there are the 

towering blocks of offices and 

apartments rising from areas of 

demolished factories, mills, 

and rows of dirty brick back to 

backs.  My tram journeys from 

home in East Leeds to school in 

West Leeds took me past what 

is now Leeds Bus Station, and 

was then a large abattoir.   

 

I have dim memories of 

seeing flocks of sheep driven 

down York Road to their fate.  

The butchers of the adjoining 

Leeds Market were very 

conveniently placed.   

The Market with its 

magnificently fancy domed 

and decorative roof has 

survived.  At the other side of 

the Market is Quarry Hill, the 

Arts hub of Leeds – the West 

Yorkshire Playhouse, and 

centres for dance, music and 

broadcasting.  There’s also the 

formidable building devoted to 

the Department for Health, 

Work and Pensions.  But that 

was 1993, so last century – I 

don’t know what it’s called 

now.   

 

But in my childhood there 

was the largest social housing 

complex in the United 

Kingdom – Quarry Hill flats, 

pictured above.  This was 

completed in 1938 and 

welcomed admiring visitors 

from foreign parts, as it was 

notable for its modernist design.  

It provided its lucky council 

tenants with bathrooms, solid 

fuel ranges, electric lighting, and 

even a swimming pool.   

 

Maureen Jones reports that 

each new class of student 

nurses at LGI in the 1950s was 

taken there to see what was 

said to be the most modern 

social housing development in 

the country. They visited 

individual flats, were shown 

how food waste went down the 

sink to a central disposal unit 

and how other waste was put 

down a chute to the boiler 

house where it then provided 

hot water for the flats.  There 

was also a laundry area on the 

ground floor with lots of 

hanging space.  

 

But time passed, and time’s 

decay, and it was demolished 

in 1978.  I did not remember 

what was there before, but my 

father did.  Quarry Hill was an 

area of great poverty and 

violent crime.  My father said 

that policemen had to go in 

threes if they entered that dark 

neighbourhood.  I think this 

explains another notable 

building opposite Quarry Hill  
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which lasted until a couple of 

years ago.  The gigantic 

glittering beehive of John 

Lewis’s car park now faces the 

West Yorkshire Theatre.  It 

replaced Millgarth Police 

Station, a place of dark legend, 

with a reputation to cool the 

blood.  My aunt, who spent her 

whole life in a back to back in 

Harehills, near Montague 

Burton’s huge factory, told of 

a neighbour’s adventure.  This 

lady, a retired nurse, notable  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

for bad temper, objected to 

somebody parking outside her 

house, and came out and 

attacked him with a knife.  He 

wasn’t badly hurt, but she was 

taken to Millgarth for the 

night.  That was clearly 

considered punishment enough.   

 

Perhaps the greatest difference 

between then and now lies in 

the colours of Leeds.  In my  

childhood and youth Leeds 

was dark grey or black.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The smoke and soot of the 

Industrial Revolution’s 

dependence on coal made a 

monochrome cityscape.  Some 

time in the sixties I came back 

to Leeds after an absence of 

months, and discovered a 

Leeds of pale stone and rosy 

brick.  After various Clean Air 

Acts my native city blossomed 

– it was enchanting.   

 

Long may Leeds flourish!  
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Memories of Leeds Footnote 
During Rag Week in the 1950s, the police were always on 
the alert for student pranks. On receiving a phone call 
warning them that some young men were painting the lions 
in front of the Town Hall, they turned up in force, only to 
find that three students had set up easels and were calmly 
executing tasteful watercolours of the lions. 

 



 

 

 
Asks Bill Jones  
I didn’t know the answer to that question until we moved to a metered property. I now know that we use 
less than the average person, probably thanks to our years in Africa where we learned to use it sparingly. Just 
in case that starts you wondering, we do shower daily, have the occasional bath, possess a washing machine, 
mop and bucket, carpet cleaner, dishwasher, kettle and coffee maker and we always flush the toilet. We also have a 
garden, with attendant hose-pipe and watering cans. Our windows are cleaned monthly. We still use a lot of water. 
The government is now talking about suggesting ‘targets’ for how much water the average person should use.  
So what is average?  
 

For a household of two people in the UK, the average water consumption per occupant is currently 55 cubic 
metres a year, according to the Consumer Council for Water. Profligate users get through 68 cubic metres, 
whilst really stingy ones manage with 27. If, like me, you find a cubic metre of water difficult to visualise, 
think of a standard nine litre garden watering can, as pictured on our cover. If you are an average consumer, 
how many full cans do you think you use every single day? The answer is, all sixteen of them.  

  
 Most people in rural Tanzania have no access to 
piped water and so are very careful consumers. It all 
has to be carried from where it is, to where it’s 
needed. Using sources such as that pictured left, 
they are also at risk of drinking contaminated water 
and thus falling prey to a variety of illnesses, some 
of them life-threatening. This is why Maggie and 
Team CtK are tackling the arduous Coast to Coast 
walk in September – all 192 miles of it – in support 
of ‘Water for Life’ projects in Tanzania. We wish 
them luck and say ‘Thank You’ to them for making 
this effort on our behalf. Support welcome.   

     Sponsorship forms are available. 
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FUNERALS 
 Funeral Age 

Nelly Margaret Eastwood 25 April 89 

Ann Hardcastle 4 May 77 

Derrick (Ricky) Richardson 18 May 91 

Barry Scholey 22 May 73 

Cynthia Barker  4 June 84 

Molly Thompson 22 June 94 

Margaret Hughes 26 June 88 
 

BATLEY FOOD BANK 
We are now supporting Batley Food Bank on a regular basis and our 
weekly contributions are greatly appreciated. Summer time is 
particularly difficult for the poorest families, as their children do not get 
a free school dinner. We welcome your continuing gifts of tinned and 
dried food. 
 

Why bother with Yorkshire? 
Bishop Nick Baines and Welcome to Yorkshire’s 
Sir Gary Verity in conversation with each other 
and the audience as they explore the concept of 
regional identity from a theological perspective. 

RIPON CATHEDRAL    JULY 21ST 
10.30am – 12.30pm 
More information from 

judithbustard@riponcathedral.org.uk 

1. 66% 

2. 80% 

3. 97% 

4. 2% 

5. 1% 

6. 27,000 

Page 2 Quiz Answers 

Roberttown 
Pop Choir 

7.30pm 
Wednesday July 25th  

at Christ the King 
£5/£3 from Jean Rochell,  

or pay at the door.  
All proceeds to our  
‘Walking for Water’ 

appeal. 

BATTYE  
BOOK CLUB 

Next meeting 
August 2nd. 

‘The Wind in 
my Hair’ by 

Masih Alinijed 



 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

 

Youth Clubs 
Every other week, Fridays 18:30 - 19:30 at CtK with crafts, fun and games. Next 
date 13th July. We've had a meal at Salvia's in memory of Fiona Thwaites; a 
Challenge Evening where we had to complete as many tasks as possible in the 
time allowed - e.g. making nature pictures; a Pentecost Celebration decorating 
buns and making Prayer Planes; and finally a Father's Day craft session making 
Super Hero lollies! (Pictured, right.) 
 

CtK Matters  

This is a post-confirmation youth group with food and discussion. We have taken 
time to study the Bible and discuss what we have read, considering worrying and 
thankfulness, sharing pizzas and hot dogs! 
 

JAM Plus happens on the third Sunday of every month, during the 

morning service. We continue to consider the theme of the Fruit of the Spirit looking at Patience - are you 
slow to speak and slow to anger? We asked people to "Please be patient, God hasn't finished with me yet..." 
Please visit our display board in the community hall to see what we've been doing so far. Next date 15th July. 
 

Battyeford Primary School 
                                                                                            In the half term starting in April the Christian Value was 

Thankfulness and in this half term it is Respect.  I told the 
story from Luke 17:11-19 where 10 men with a skin 
disease call out to Jesus, He heals them but only 1 of the 
men return to thank Jesus. We explored why the other 9 
men did not thank Jesus and considered what we would 
have done. We spent time thinking about all the things in 
our lives that we are thankful for and wrote the most 
important one on a paper 'rock' to add to the 
thankfulness rocks poster for each class to display. 
(Pictured, left) 
 

 
In the Respect session we consider that God created the world and all the people in it. He created human 
beings in His image (Genesis 1:26-27) and therefore by showing respect to each other we also show respect 
to God. Our relationships should always show respect and within the Church the ultimate relationship is 
between God and His people. I tell the story of the Last Supper and explain that Holy Communion happens 
in Church every Sunday. We then spend time thinking of all the ways respect can be demonstrated. Year 1 
visited CtK on 27th April where Maggie did a mini wedding ceremony and baptism, the children loved 
dressing up for the occasion and listened to the importance of God being present in these life moments. 
 

CtK Lunch Clubs at Battyeford Primary School 
These continue to be successful with an average of 28 attending on a Monday lunchtime, to share in craft, 
stories and games. We've explored topics such as friendship, thankfulness, Pentecost, Creation, Joseph's 
Colourful Coat, and doing the right thing. 
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Collective Worship at Battyeford Primary School 
I have led Collective Worships in Key Stage 1 and 2 on the subjects of Thankfulness and Respect, focusing on 
being thankful for all creation and how we can care for the gift of the earth, the people and animals in it. 
 

Old Bank Primary School 
We've been exploring themes such as Love - what it means and how we can lean on and support one another, 
the Parable of the Lost Coin - 
there are a series of stories in the 
Bible that explore how inclusive 
and generous God's love is no 
matter who we are or what we do, 
Pentecost - the imagery of fire and 
wind helps us understand the 
invisible power of God changing 
the world so we did "Blow 
painting" (Pictured, right) to try 
and capture this thought.  
 
Maggie spent time discussing the 
Water For Life charity on 14th 
June and why it important to help those in need around the world. 

 

Sheena Grills 
CtK Church Children's Worker 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Situations Vacant: Drivers, Cooks and Kitchen Assistants URGENTLY needed to sustain our highly valued 
service to the community, the Tuesday Luncheon Club. We can fit your duties to suit your time-table. 

Please consider whether you can offer a few hours a month to this vital part of our outreach. 
 

We thank Sheena for her tireless work with children in church, and in our two  
local primary schools. The popularity of her sessions speaks for itself. 

   

+ + 
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Lazarus makes only a brief cameo appearance in the Bible, writes 
Bill Jones, but as the most dramatically convincing proof of Jesus’s 
God-given powers, his name has reverberated through the ages. 
But having been miraculously restored to life, what did Lazarus 
do with his remaining years? There are several versions on offer. 
The first is short on detail, claiming that he lived on in Bethany 
and was eventually buried there on the slopes of the Mount of 
Olives. In 1863, the Franciscans acquired ground close to the 
presumed tomb of Lazarus. In 1952 a modern church dedicated 
to him was built on this property, and pilgrims continue to 
venerate the saint there. 
 

An alternative account has Lazarus travelling to Marseilles, 
where he preached the Gospel and was eventually made Bishop. 

According to The Golden Legend – a medieval compilation of the lives of the saints by Jacobus de 
Voragine, Lazarus was later captured and beheaded during the persecution of Christians by the 
emperor Domitian. His body was supposedly taken to Autun in eastern France and buried under the 
cathedral there while his head remained in Marseilles as a grisly relic.  
 

The Eastern Orthodox churches, however, teach that 
Lazarus and his sisters Mary and Martha left Judea and 
travelled to Cyprus where Lazarus became the first 
bishop of Kition (now known as Larnaca) and died of 
natural causes in 63 AD, thirty years after he was 
resurrected.  
 

This explains why, when on holiday in Cyprus earlier this 

year, Maureen and I were able to sit outside the Post 

Office of St Lazarus in Larnaca sipping fresh orange juice, 

after a visit to the St Lazarus Church, where we went 

down into the crypt to see the saint’s empty, but still 

venerated sarcophagus. The story goes that, confirming the oft-quoted dictum of Jesus that a 

prophet is rarely honoured in his own town, Lazarus was driven out of Bethany as a fraudulent 

trickster. He was then bundled onto a barely seaworthy boat which nevertheless made it to Cyprus, 

where he was well received. The Apostles Barnabas and Paul, on their missionary journey through 

Cyprus, are said to have ordained him Bishop. His remains were eventually moved to Constantinople 

but were lost to history after the crusaders sacked the city. The tomb remains as a silent and eerie 

witness to an ever-fascinating story. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Church of 

Lazarus, Larnaca 

The Tomb of Lazarus 
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Langsett Reservoir 
By Ruth James 
60 million litres of water is produced by 
Yorkshire Water at the Langsett Reservoir 
works not far from Mirfield, just past 
Penistone on the way to Sheffield.  
 

 
The reservoir spans 125 acres with a depth of 97 feet (a capacity of 1,408 million gallons of water), making 
it the largest water supply reservoir in the Sheffield district.  The reservoir was built in 1898 overcoming 
logistical difficulties of accessing the rural, farmland location. In 
1986, Yorkshire Water took over the treatment works 
overseeing the filtration of the water supply to EU standards.  
 

As well as a working reservoir, the area provides visitors of all 
ages with pleasant scenery for walking and exploring the 
surroundings. The Langsett Barn area, managed by the Peak 
District National Park Authority, on the A616 (postcode S36 
4GY) is an ideal starting point for walks around or near the 
reservoir. The large, free car park is situated next to a picnic area, 
toilets, the Bank View café and the Waggon and Horses pub.  
 

The walks combine lovely views, woodland, open farm land on 
well maintained paths without any challenging hill climbs. It is 
an ideal setting for families and dog walkers and offers a varied 
experience depending on the time of year. 

 

A suggested route: 
From the car park, there are three routes to the Brookhouse 
Bridge at the top end of the Langsett reservoir. All the paths 
exit from the corner of the car park opposite the barn. The 
top path has been constructed as a bridle way, and is wide 
and has a chippings surface. This can be the best path 
following wet weather. The second path runs along the top 
of the woods on the other side of the wall to the bridle path. 
The third path heads down into the woods and works its way 
down to follow the side of the reservoir. The views are best 
from this path but it can get muddy in wet weather. After 
about half a mile, at the top end of the reservoir you can turn 
right and head back along one of the paths to return to the 
car park or turn left and head down the steep lane to 

Brookhouse Bridge over the Little River Don river. Take the single gate on the left of the bridge and enter 
onto the Access Land. Follow the well defined wide path up onto the moor. Follow the path across the moor. 
The path will take you to the ruins of the North America farm buildings. Go through the gate and down the 
track called Thickwoods Lane to cross the stream (Thickwoods Brook) on the little bridge. Continue left along 
the lane and through the metal gate. Follow this lane right through the woods to where it joins the road. 
Then take the grassy track immediately up to the left between the houses. Turn left and then go down the 
lane to the right to the side of the open building as far as the main road, Midhope Cliff Lane. Turn left onto 
the road and follow the road over the dam and back towards Langsett village. When you reach the A616 turn 
left and pass The Waggon and Horses Inn. Turn left and follow the lane, through a gateway past the houses 
and finally to the Langsett Barn and the car park. 
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Mirfield Mill Carpets is an independent family business that offers flooring 

solutions for every room of your house. Our friendly staff are not 

commission driven – you will get no high pressure selling! If you are unable 

to visit us, we will bring you samples, or even collect you, bring you to our 

showroom, and take you home again. We offer a free survey and a free, no 

obligation, quote. We will not be beaten on any genuine like-for-like quote. 

 

 

 

GRAHAM has more than 30 years’ experience in the floor covering 

business. He will advise you on the best floor covering for your 

situation, arrange a survey, give you the best deal possible and 

make the whole process stress-free. 

JIMMY has more than 37 years’ experience of fitting every type of 

floor covering. With an NVQ in floor designing, you are in safe hands 

with Jimmy. 

ANDY is handy. He will remove your old floor covering, prepare sub-

floors if necessary, take off and shorten doors and then re-hang 

them. He even vacs up after finishing! 

RALPH has more than 50 years’ experience in the retail trade. He will 

meet you with a smile and he is the one who makes sure we get the 

very best value from our suppliers to pass on to you, our customers.  

We are open Monday to Friday 9am to 4pm, and Saturday 9am to 1pm. 

Ring Graham for a Private Viewing at a time to suit you  

outside of normal business hours.  01924-493244 

 

51c Holme Bank Mills, off Station Road, Mirfield WF14 8NA 

www.mirfieldmillcarpets.co.uk 
 



 

In our last issue we published a diary entry from the 
Vicar’s dog, Molly. We thought it unusual to find an 
articulate dog in the parish, but not so! The following 
letter was delivered by a postman, who confided that 
many of his colleagues are not well disposed to dogs. 
 

Dear Sir,  

Unlike Molly, I am no thoroughbred, though I am uncomfortable with the word ‘mongrel’, preferring the 
term ‘mixed breed’. I compensate for any lack of exuberance by being skilled at mindful dozing, as pictured. 
My person works at the College of the Resurrection. She is an expert on ‘Systematic Theology’ which I don’t 
have the space to explain here, but it gives you an idea of the intellectual level at which I operate. Being 
partly of Labrador stock, water has always been close to my heart and I approve of Molly’s initiative to walk 
across England in order to give clean water to African villagers. I will be with the team from Christ the King in 
every sense other than the merely physical. I understand that those of you who, like me, are unlikely to 
accompany the walkers may choose to support them by offering sponsorship. This concept is beyond a dog’s 
understanding, even one of my calibre, but I know it involves ‘money’ -   inedible tokens which can be 
exchanged for chicken, sausages, lamb chops and those plastic bags people use to collect dog-poo - another 
incomprehensible practice. I do encourage you to support this effort, and should you wish to do so, I 
understand that the ‘Bill Jones’ person has sponsor forms at church.  
 

Yours, 

Georgia 
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The Coast to Coast is a 192 mile walking trail across Northern England. It was devised by 
Alfred Wainwright (right) and set out in his book A Coast to Coast Walk in 1973. It starts 
at St Bees on the Irish Sea and ends at Robin Hood's Bay on the North Sea. It crosses 
the Lake District, Yorkshire Dales and the North York Moors National Parks. Team 
CTK will be walking it this September to raise money for clean water for villagers in 
Africa. Wainwright planned his Coast to Coast walk by joining up existing footpaths, 
bridleways, lanes and other rights of way. There is no climbing or scrambling, but 
there are some steep rocky paths.  

The way is not always marked on the ground. Some 
signs do say ‘Coast to Coast’, whilst others places have signs, 
but no mention of the Coast to Coast. One sign ‘follow green 
fence’ (pictured) and sometimes there are no signs at all! All 
of which means that a map and compass are essential, and 
that they are in the possession of someone who knows how 
to use them. Because it has been featured on television, 
there is the temptation to think that it’s just ‘a walk in the 
park. It isn’t. There are some tricky bits, especially in the 
Lake District. And if the weather is bad, it can be very 
difficult indeed. It is nevertheless a very rewarding route.  

 

No two days are the same as there are fells, moorland, fields and mining history. In creating the walk 
Wainwright set out to make it interesting, and he did a great job. It really does seem to cover everything one 
could ever wish for in a long-distance walk. We wish our ‘Walkers for Water’ well, and hope they enjoy the 
experience, as well as achieving their objective - £8,000 for water projects in Africa. 
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Our uniformed organisations recently held a day  

to remember and share memories of Fiona Thwaites. 
 

Fiona ran three Mirfield Brownie Units: 

one at Christ the King, and two at St. 

Mary’s along with Tracey Riley. She also 

led the Rainbows at Christ the King that 

Tracey’s daughter Willow is in. The girls 

and leaders have all missed Fiona so much 

that they were keen to have a happy day in 

her memory. As a good friend of Fiona’s, 

Tracey planned the day with the help of Val 

Dickinson and the other leaders.  

 

Fiona loved butterflies, so the 

day started with the launch of 

fifty butterflies into the sky.  
 

Grace and Ella, Fiona’s nieces, released 

them as they had come to visit Mirfield to 

take part in the day. There were plenty of 

crafts to keep the girls busy including 

painting a butterfly on a stone. The idea is 

that the girls will leave the stone 

somewhere for others to find and add 

where it was found to the website, 

‘Mirfield Rocks.’  

 

Other crafts included making a 

butterfly pencil, designing a dragonfly 

and decorating butterfly biscuits. Then 

afternoon tea was provided for all with lots 

of yummy cakes.  At the end of the event 

everyone gathered in Church and Maggie read ‘The Dragonfly’, a story of hope and promise. Two 

teddy bears made from Fiona’s Girlguiding uniforms were presented to Ella and Grace. A third bear 

will be taken on Brownie Pack Holidays in memory of Fiona as Pack Holidays were one of Fiona’s 

favourite things to do.     

 

Hanging from the ceiling in church was a large pink butterfly mobile made by Linda Saltmarshe. 

The Brownies in Fiona’s units were invited to write their memories of Fiona and they were 

incorporated into the small butterflies hanging down. As the girls were leaving, they received 

a butterfly badge specially created for the event, and a packet of seeds for them to scatter in her 

memory. It was a fitting occasion to remember Fiona.   
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The idea for this first Lay 
Conference for the young 
Diocese of Leeds emerged 
following the successful 
Clergy Conference held at 
Liverpool Hope University in 
2016. After months of 
planning, around 1000 
delegates representing some 
450 of the 650 parishes 
across the diocese gathered 
at Harrogate’s Convention 
Centre on Saturday, 9 June 
2018.   
 
The conference was addressed 
by a number of distinguished 
speakers including Mark Russell  

(Church Army CEO) and the 
Rt Revd Jo Bailey-Wells (Bishop 
of Dorking). Other speakers led 
workshops and discussions on a 
wide range of topics. Many 
centred on lay discipleship and 
lay leadership. Development of 
this will be vital for survival of 
the C of E in the 21st century 
and for its mission as we help 
others to fulfil their potential to 
live out their faith at work, 
school, and in parish life 
generally.  
  
As Buzz goes to press the CtK 
delegates are meeting to 
discuss what they gained from 
the conference. They are  
 

preparing a report for the July 
PCC that will suggest ways in 
which CtK might move forward, 
‘Together in Faith’                      
 
In addition to attending as 
delegates, two of the Battyeford 
contingent, Claire Berry and 
Robin Vischer helped Ian 
Grange in leading the opening 
worship at the conference. Ian 
was asked to do this in his 
capacity as Assistant Warden of 
Readers for the Huddersfield 
Episcopal Area. 

 

CtK reps: Meg Willard, Robin Vischer, Lauren Rogers, Claire Berry, Helen Grange 

 
Together in Faith:  Diocesan Lay Conference – June 2018 
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We hope to report on CTK 

delegates’ deliberations 

in our September issue. 
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                                                                     Christ the King, Battyeford                       

                      
 
Main Services 
Monday to Friday 8.30am 
Morning Prayer  
 

Sunday 8.00am 
Holy Communion  
A quiet service, no hymns; 10-15 people attend. 
 

Sunday 10.00am 
Holy Communion Music; 90+ people; Crèche, Sunday School, 
Refreshments.                              
 

Wednesday 10.00am 
Quiet Holy Communion  
30+ people; Refreshments. 
 

Friday 2.00pm                                  
‘Butterflies’ (Service & Activities)  
Or ‘Caterpillars’ (Activities only)                  

 

                                     

    

       

 

Both are for toddlers 
along with whoever  
brings them. 

Other Activities 
Community Art Club:   Every Monday 10am                
Luncheon Club: Every Tuesday, 12 noon 
Various activities: Every Tuesday 7.15pm    
Community Fitness Club: Every Wednesday 1.30pm 
Tap Dance Class: Every Wednesday, 10am   
Community Drop In:  Every Thursday 1.30pm  

 

For more details, see weekly Notice Sheet available in church and signposted on the TV screen or ask for our 

‘What’s On?’ flyer.  All our activities are open to everyone – welcome! 

 
Contacts 

Vicar: The Revd Canon Maggie McLean   01924 493 277              maggie@christ-the-king.co.uk 
  
Church Wardens  Helen Grange  01924 – 493108 Helen@christ-the-king.co.uk 
                                  Tony Moore   01924 – 496978 Tony@christ-the-king.co.uk 
Buzz Editorial           Bill Jones              01274 – 872729 buzzerbill75@gmail.com 
Advertisements   Helen Grange  01924 – 493108 grange.mirfield@ntlworld.com 
Buzz Editorial Team:  Nigel Day, Helen Grange, Ian Grange, Ruth James, Bill Jones,  

    Dorothy Kyne, Linda Saltmarshe, Chris Swift. 
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